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VEGETATIONHISTORY OF THE PACIFIC COASTSTATES
ANDTHE ''CENTRAL" SIGNIFICANCE OF THE

KLAMATHREGION^

R. H. Whittaker

Introduction

Among the major developments in the biogeography of the eastern

United States were three interrelated ideas: (1) the close floristic relation

between the eastern United States and eastern Asia (Gray 1846, 1873,

Li 1952), (2) the central relation of the southern Appalachians to eastern

vegetation (Adams 1902), and (3) the significance of the mixed meso-

phytic forests in eastern forest history (Braun 1947, 1950). It is through

vegetation history that these points take on their meanings in relation to

one another. During the Tertiary, in Oligocene and Miocene time, Arcto-

Tertiary forests occupied much of the present temperate latitudes of

Eurasia and North America. Although these forests differed from one

area to another, there was floristic exchange between the two continents

across the Bering land bridge, and the forests showed general floristic

similarity around the Northern Hemisphere. With the increasingly dry

climates and glaciation of later time, these forests were increasingly frag-

mented, restricted, and modified, while other, more dry-adapted types of

vegetation spread through the interiors of Eurasia and North America.

Remnants of the Arcto-Tertiary forests exist now on opposite sides of the

two continents —in the eastern United States and eastern Asia, and (with

fewer surviving genera) in the western United States and western Europe.

In the southern Appalachians especially, mixed mesophytic forests occur

which are suggestive of the Arcto-Tertiary forests, have a "central" rela-

tion to the forest floras of other parts of the eastern United States, and

have strong floristic affinities with forests of eastern Asia.

It is natural to seek a comparable center for western forests. An exten-

sive area of old and geologically complex mountains, the Klamath Ranges,

extends from the southern end of the Cascade Range and the northern

end of the Great Valley of Cahfornia, west to the Pacific Ocean. One may
observe of these mountains that: (1) The area has, hke the Southern

Appalachians, one of the most highly complex vegetation patterns in

North America (Whittaker 1956, 1960). Into this area extend and meet

in a complexly interdigitating pattern, various types of vegetation which

form the prevaiHng climaxes of other areas. All western plant formations

dominated by trees occur in the Klamath Region, as in no other area.

(2) Those forest formations which are of most highly mixed tree-stratum

composition and are thought most to resemble Arcto-Tertiary forests in
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the West, occur in this region —the redwood forests and mixed evergreen

forests. Of these the mixed evergreen forest is the link between two major

fractions of western forest vegetation —the coniferous forests, and the

sclerophyll and oak-pine woodland grouping. (3) The Klamath Region

has also an exceedingly rich flora for its latitude ; it is a center of floristic

diversity and narrow endemism (Jepson 1923-25, 1935, Mason 1927,

Peck 1941, DetHng 1948b), and many plant genera have maximum
numbers of species in the West, including endemics, occuring there. One
may, with certain qualifications to be observed, regard the Klamath Re-

gion as a "center" for the western forests.

The prevailing climax at low elevations over much of the Klamath
Region is the Mixed Evergreen Forest (Munz & Keck 1949, 1950, 1959,

cf. Cooper 1922, Clark 1937) —mixed forests with two-level canopies of

larger evergreen-needleleaf or coniferous trees {Pseudotsuga menziesii,

Pinus lambertiana, Chamaecyparis lawsoniana, etc.) and smaller ever-

green-broadleaf or sclerophyllous trees {Lithocarpus densi flora, Arbutus

menziesii, Castanopsis chrysophylla, Quercus chrysolepis, Umbellularia

calijornica, etc.), with deciduous trees {Acer macrophyllum and A. circi-

natum, Cornus nuttaUii, Corylus calijornica, Quercus kelloggii, etc.), usu-

ally present also. In relation to moisture the canopy changes, from mesic

stands in which the coniferous stratum is dense and deciduous trees may
outnumber sclerophylls, through stands in which the conifers are scat-

tered in open growth above a dense sclerophyll stratum, to more xeric

stands in which both strata are open and pines (P. lambertiana, P. pon-

der osa) rather than Pseudotsuga are principal conifers.

The complex vegetation of the Klamath Region may be conceived in

terms of these mixed evergreen forests as the central, prevailing climax

or vegetational matrix for the region, giving way to other types of com-

munities in various ways (Whittaker 1960). (1) Within the main area

of the mixed evergeen forests, distinctive communities of different compo-

sition and structure occur on serpentine and other special parent materi-

als. (2) Toward more humid environments nearer the Coast the density

of the conifers increases while that of the sclerophylls decreases, and the

mixed evergreen forests gradate into Pseudotsuga forests. These in turn

gradate into coastal Sequoia forests in which sclerophylls are represented

by small numbers of stems. (3) Toward the north and higher elevations

the sclerophylls decline, and the mixed evergreen forests gradate into

montane forests dominated by Pseudotsuga, Abies concolor, and Pinus

ponder osa. Toward still higher elevations these gradate into subalpine for-

ests dominated hy Abies procera, Tsuga mertensiana, and (locally) Pinus

monticola and Picea breweriana. (4) Toward the drier interior, Pseudot-

suga declines and the sclerophyll strata become more open, and the mixed

evergreen forests gradate into northern oak woodland {Quercus kelloggii,

Q. garryana) in Oregon, pine-oak foothill woodland {Pinus sabiniana,

Quercus douglasii, Q. agrijolia, etc.) in California. (5) Toward the south,

the mixed evergreen forests narrow toward the coast (to become part of
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the "redwood border" vegetation of the CaHfornia Coast Ranges) , and in

drier climates gradate into broad-sclerophyll forests and these into

chaparral.

It will be the object of this paper to consider the vegetation history of

the Pacific Coast states with special reference to the Klamath Region

and two questions —the origin of this vegetation pattern and the central

relation of this region to the western forests.

Vegetation History

Some aspects of vegetation history bearing on the Klamath Region

have been summarized by Chaney (1936, 1938a, 1938c, 1940, 1947,

1948a) and Axelrod (1940a, 1950c, 1952, 1958, 1959). Geological history

bearing on the story has been summarized by Diller (1894, 1902), Her-

shey (1903), Smith & Packard (1919), Clark (1921), Willis (1925),

Fenneman (1931), Smith (1933), Reed (1933), Weaver (1937), and

Williams (1948).

Pre-Cenozoic (Jurassic and Cretaceous) floras of the Klamath Region

and Oregon Coast Ranges are described by Fontaine (1905a, 1905b,

1905c) and Chaney (1948a). Forest trees of more modern types became
widespread in Cretaceous time; Cretaceous floras include almost all the

families of the subtropical Eocene floras of the West, as represented by
the Goshen flora (Chaney & Sanborn 1933). Much of the area of Cali-

fornia and Oregon, inland to the Sierra Nevada and Blue Mountains, was
submerged in the Cretaceous; the Klamath Region itself formed an exten-

sive, mountainous island which later was probably reduced by erosion

and subsidence to an archipelago of scattered islands (Diller 1894, Con-

don 1902, 1910, Smith & Packard 1919, Smith 1933, Reed 1933). To-

ward the close of the Cretaceous the Klamath Region was raised above

the sea again.

In Eocene time the full land surface of the Klamath Region was occu-

pied by vegetation as it has been (except for local alpine glaciation)

through the whole of Cenozoic time since. With continued evolution of

modern plant types, extinction of archaic ones, and probable climatic

warming accompanied by migrations toward the north, subtropical for-

ests of essentially modern types appeared in the United States in the

Eocene, as the Wilcox and other floras of the East (Berry 1916, 1930,

1937), the Goshen and other floras of the West (Chaney & Sanborn 1933,

Chaney 1936, 1938c, 1947). During the Eocene epoch, the Oregon coast

north from the Klamath Mountains was submerged (Weaver 1937), as

was the Great Valley and much of California west of the Sierra Nevada
(Clark 1921, Reed 1933). The Oregon and California Coast Ranges were
not yet formed, although submarine volcanic activity on an immense scale

was producing the lavas later to become the core of the Coast Ranges
of Oregon and Washington (Williams 1948). The Cascade Mountains
were not yet elevated to intercept the moisture of maritime air masses.

Most of Oregon was a broad plain, across which mesophytic forests ex-
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tended from the coast to the John Day Basin area of eastern Oregon

(Clarno flora, Knowlton 1902, Chaney 1938c, 1948a) and beyond. The
high temperatures of the Eocene permitted subtropical floras to extend

northward to about 50° north latitude on the coast (Chaney 1947), and

some elements of these forests to extend as far as 56-57° in Alaska (Rol-

lick 1936, Chaney 1949).

Mesophytic subtropical forests, representing the Neotropical-Tertiary

Geoflora, appear in fossil floras from widely separated points in the Pacific

Coast states —from the California Sierra Nevada (Chalk Bluff and La
Porte floras, MacGinitie 1941, Potbury 1935), through western Oregon

(Comstock and Goshen floras, Sanborn 1935, Chaney & Sanborn 1933,

Chaney 1936, 1948a) to the Puget floras of Washington (Newberry 1898,

Chaney 1947). Physiognomically, such forests were dominated by trees

with leaves of subtropical types —of moderate size, thick and probably

evergreen texture, mostly entire margins, and in many cases elongate tips
;

floristically the Lauraceae {Cinnamomum, Persea, Ocotea, Neolitsea,

Cryptocarya, Lindera, Nectandra) predominated along with Ficus, Ano-

na, Meliosma, Magnolia, and other subtropical or tropical forms. Such

subtropical forests doubtless prevailed in the lowlands of the Klamath
Region. There is little indication of the upland forests of that time; but

it may be presumed that temperate forests, probably including such gen-

era as Sequoia, Pseudotsuga, and Abies, Alnus, Lithocarpus, and Ulmus
occurred there (Chaney 1936, 1938a, 1938c) and were related to the tem-

perate forests which then existed far to the north in Alaska (HoUick 1936,

Chaney 1938a, 1947).

Much of western California, Oregon, and Washington was submerged

during the Oligocene, but the submergence was less extensive in the lands

adjacent to the Klamath Region (Clark 1921, Reed 1933, Weaver 1937).

Volcanic activity in the area of the Cascade Mountains, which had begun

in the Eocene, continued in the Oligocene to form a belt of scattered

mountains which were still not effective as a climatic barrier (Williams

1948). In the Klamath Region itself a major uplift believed to have

occurred at the close of the Eocene (Diller 1902) initiated the long cycle

of erosion which was to produce the Klamath peneplain. With lower tem-

peratures in the Oligocene, subtropical forests were displaced to the south,

while the temperate forests were shifted southward and downward. In the

western states Metasequoia and other temperate forms which had oc-

curred in Alaska entered lowland forests along with Sequoia and other

forms which had occurred on the uplands of the West during the Eocene

(Chaney 1936, 1947, 1951). Through a wide area of the West there oc-

curred forests which may be broadly characterized as redwood-mixed,

dominated by either evergreen or deciduous redwood {Sequoia or Meta-

sequoia, see Chaney 1948b, 1951 ) mixed with a variety of deciduous and

some evergreen broad-leaved trees. These temperate forests of the Eocene

in the Far North and the Oligocene and Miocene in the United States,

taken in the broad sense and with allowance for the regional and topo-
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graphic differentiation within them, represent the Arcto-Tertiary Geo-

flora (Chaney 1947, 1959). The transition between the Arcto-Tertiary

and subtropical forests of the West was apparently represented in moist

lowlands by warm-temperate forests in which Taxodium was dominant

rather than the redwoods. With Nyssa as a major broad-leaved form

among a mixture of subtropical and temperate forms— forests suggestive

of the swamp forests in warm-temperate eastern North America of the

present.

Lowland forests of this sort, dominated by Taxodium and Nyssa and
including forms of both temperate (Metasequoia, Juglans, Salix, Quercus,

Platanus, Tilia, Ulmus) and tropical (Ocotea, Lindera, Per sea, Ficus)

affinities are represented in the Klamath Region by the Oligocene Weaver-
ville flora (MacGinitie 1937). Although these do not represent the up-

land forests, they imply the prevalence of temperate forests over most
of the land surface of the Klamath Region from that time on. Far east

from this, the Florissant flora (MacGinitie 1953) occurred in the area of

the Colorado Front Range; this flora also included forms of subtropical

affinities but was predominantly temperate in character. Sequoia, Cham-
aecyparis, Fagopsis, and Zelkova are believed to have occurred along

streams and on moist bottom-lands, broadleaf forests with many forms

now represented in forest-grassland transitions of the eastern and south-

western states in sites of intermediate moisture conditions, and pine wood-
land with evergreen oak and chaparral forms on drier uplands. Species of

Picea, Abies, and Acer in the flora are believed to represent mountain

forests of higher elevations. As observed by MacGinitie (1953, p. 52), the

low-elevation pattern from mesophytic streamside forest to pine-oak

woodland is suggestive of vegetation patterns now existing in parts of the

Klamath Region. A related complex pattern ranging from mesic forest

with Zelkova, Cercidiphyllum, and Fagopsis through prevaihng deciduous

forest to dry-slope communities with pines, sclerophyll oaks and xeric

shrubs, with coniferous mountain forests also represented, is described by
Becker (1956) from the Ruby River Basin of Montana.

Temperate forests of the upper Oligocene are represented in the Bridge

Creek flora of the John Day and Crooked River basins (Knowlton 1902,

Chaney 1924, 1925a, 1927, 1938c), forests of redwoods (Metasequoia)

mixed with many other species, the living relatives of which occur in the

West {Tsuga, Abies, Taxus, Lithocarpus, Quercus, Acer, Alnus, Cornus,

Fraxinus, Philadelphus, Rkamnus) , and in forests of eastern North Amer-
ica and eastern Asia (Carpinus, Castanea, Fagus, Liquidambar, Nyssa,

Ostrya, Platanus, Tilia, Ulmus, Cercidiphyllum) . Forests of this type, but

with Sequoia rather than Metasequoia, are represented in the Klamath
Mountains by the Ashland flora (Chaney 1938c). Although no Oligocene

fossils of upland forests are available for the Klamath Region, the Ash-

land, Florissant, and Bridge Creek floras together suggest a probable veg-

etation pattern: mesophytic forests of mixed needle-leaved evergreen

{Sequoia, Chamaecyparis, etc.), broad-leaved evergreen {Quercus, Litho-
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carpus, etc.), and deciduous trees, giving way toward higher elevations

to cool-temperate forests including ^6/^5 and Picea. In the coastal climate

the pattern would be more strongly mesophytic, with less contrast of the

extremes of the moisture gradient, than the Florissant pattern. Allowing

for a warmer and more humid climate than at present, and the extinction

of some early-Cenozoic forms, especially among deciduous trees, this pat-

tern would be not unlike that now occurring in the more humid Klamath

Mountains near the coast.

With continued cooling of climates from Oligocene through and beyond

Miocene time, the Neotropical-Tertiary flora almost wholly disappeared

from most of the United States, though certain members of predominant-

ly tropical and subtropical families became adapted to life in temperate

forests and remain as remnants of the Eocene forests (Chaney 1944b,

1947). In the earlier Miocene, the belt of Oregon now occupied by the

Coast Range, and additional lands to the west of it, were above sea level

(Weaver 1937). Warm-temperate forests including forms of subtropical

affinities extended north on this coastal plain through and beyond the

Klamath Region, in a manner comparable to that of the vegetation of the

coastal plain of the eastern United States today. In floras from Rujada

and Cascadia, in west-central Oregon (Chaney 1938c, 1948a), forms of

the redwood forests {Sequoia, Lithocarpus, Alnus, Berberis) and decidu-

ous trees now extinct in the West (Tilia, Castanea, Ulmus, Carya) occur

together with subtropical Persea, Ocotea, and Sabalites. In the Klamath
Region itself, the long-continued Klamath erosion cycle (Diller 1902)

reduced much of the land to a peneplain of gentle or moderate relief.

Scattered, low mountain ranges, which later became the monadnock sum-

mits of the major mountain groups of the region, rose locally 1000 meters

or more above the peneplain. It may be presumed that inland from the

coastal plain the Klamath lowlands continued to be occupied by red-

wood-mixed forests, while mountain forests occurred at higher elevations.

Through later Miocene time, the widespread Arcto-Tertiary forests

were affected by increasingly dry climates. Great lava flows successively

destroyed existing vegetation in the interior of Oregon and Washington

in Miocene and later time (WilHams 1948), and formed land surfaces

which were occupied by new and more dry-adapted vegetation. In the

Mascall flora of the John Day Basin, and related floras widely distributed

from California to Washington and Oregon (Knowlton 1902, Chaney
1925b, 1948a, 1959), mixed forests with Taxodium and redwoods ap-

peared. The reduction of the redwoods and other mesophytic forms in

these suggests, however, a climate drier than that of the Bridge Creek flora

(Knowlton 1902, Chaney 1925b, 1938c, 1948a, Axelrod 1940a). Resem-
blance of these forests to the redwood-border forests was emphasized in

earlier accounts (Chaney 1925b, 1938c, Oliver 1934). The redwood in

question was the deciduous Metasequoia, however; and the oaks were

predominantly species with larger, dissected leaves resembling many of

those now in the deciduous forests of the eastern states, Q. kelloggii and
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other deciduous western oaks (Knowlton 1902). The Mascall flora of the

John Day Basin was thus a predominantly deciduous forest adapted to

still relatively humid, but increasingly continental cHmates, of eastern

Oregon (Chaney 1948a). Forms of subtropical affinities in the Mascall

flora and the Latah flora of eastern Washington (Chaney 1938c, 1938a,

Knowlton 1926) suggest continued warmth of climate. Mixed forests in-

cluding conifers {Sequoia, Abies, Libocedrus, Pseudotsuga, Picea, Thuja),

sclerophylls {Lithocarpus, Quercus), and deciduous trees occurred at

Weiser, southwestern Idaho (Dorf 1936). A vegetation pattern including

mixed sclerophyllous and deciduous trees as the prevailing climax, and a

montane forest with Abies, Pinus, Pseudotsuga, and Chamaecyparts, is

suggested by La Motte (1936) for the upper Cedarville flora of north-

western Nevada and northeastern California. Farther south, vegetation

more distinctly adapted to drier climates appeared in the sclerophyll for-

ests of the Tehachapi and Mint Canyon floras (Axelrod 1939, 1940b).

Changing climates of the later Miocene were thus reflected in geo-

graphic and topographic shrinkage of the mesophytic, Arcto-Tertiary

forests. The complement to this process was the spread of dry-adapted

vegetation types and floras, many forms of which expanded northward

from centers of origin probably in scattered areas of the Southwest where

Neotropical-Tertiary plants became adapted to aridity in Cretaceous

and Paleocene time (Axelrod 1958), other forms of which probably

evolved from species of temperate forests to occupy cooler dry environ-

ments as these became increasingly available, some forms of which en-

tered the North American flora from the dry-climate flora of eastern Asia

(Babcock & Stebbins 1938). Because of the importance of the spread out

of the Southwest, and of the Mexican mountains as a center, Axelrod

(1940a, 1950a, 1950c, 1958) has termed the dry-adapted floras of south-

western derivation, an even broader grouping than the Arcto-Tertiary, the

Madro-Tertiary Geoflora.

At the end of the Miocene, the whole Cascade belt was upheaved by
folding and tilting (Wilhams 1948), further desiccating the interior of

Oregon and Washington. Uplift occurred in the Klamath Region (Diller

1902, Wilhams 1948), the Olympic Mountains (Weaver 1937) and the

Sierra Nevada (Diller 1894, Fenneman 1931), drying the interior farther

south; and further, major upHft occurred at the end of the Pliocene. In

Pliocene time most of the coastal belt of Oregon was above the sea, but

lobes of the sea extended into some areas of California and Washington

(Clark 1921, Reed 1933, Weaver 1937). Deformations producing the

California and Oregon Coast Ranges occurred at the beginning and end of

the Pliocene. Islands off the Cahfornia coast, the history of which may be

traced backward through earher Cenozoic time (Reed 1933), supported

and permitted the differentiation of the Cahfornia closed-cone pine flora

(Mason 1934, Cain 1944). The trend of increasing dryness of climate

continued through the Phocene, though with fluctuations toward more

humid climates during part of the epoch. Axelrod (1944c, 1944d, 1948)
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suggests climates which were more humid and warmer than at present in

the lower, drier and warmer than at present in the middle, and cooler and

moister than at present in the upper Pliocene,

Some of the floras of lower Pliocene (or upper Miocene) age are meso-

phytic and warm-temperate in character. Coastal plain vegetation of

warm climate and moist situations is represented in central California

(San Pablo or Neroly flora, Condit 1938, Axelrod 1944d), with forests

including Taxodium, Nyssa, Per sea, and Magnolia. The Remington Hill

flora of the Sierra Nevada (Condit 1944a) and the Troutdale flora of the

Columbia River Gorge (Chaney 1944a) include Sequoia and Chamae-
cyparis, together with deciduous and sclerophyllous broad-leaved trees.

These are the last samples of forests of Arcto-Tertiary type in which

Sequoia, Chamaecyparis, and other conifers, Umbellularia and other

sclerophylls, are mixed with a diverse deciduous component including

many genera now restricted to the eastern United States or eastern Asia.

Metasequoia had apparently become extinct by the end of the Miocene

(Chaney 1951). At lower elevations in the area of the Remington Hill

flora, the Table Mountain flora (Condit 1944b) included more xero-

phytic woodland and chaparral forms. Eastward from these areas, forests

of the interior are represented in floras of west-central Nevada (Axelrod

1956, 1957), and the Alvord Creek flora of southeastern Oregon (Axelrod

1944e). In the Nevada floras Sierra redwoods (Sequoiadendron) occurred

with other conifers with modern equivalents in the Sierra Nevada and

Klamath Region on cooler slopes, and chaparral on exposed slopes, in

vegetation patterns dominated by oak woodlands (Axelrod 1956). At Al-

vord Creek montane forests of Pseudotsuga, Abies and Pinus on more
mesic slopes gave way to woodland and chaparral forms on drier slopes.

Vegetation patterns most nearly resembling this contact of an interior,

montane derivative of the Arcto-Tertiary forest with Madro-Tertiary

woodland occur now in the drier, eastern portion of the Klamath Region.

The Alvord Creek flora suggests the increasing importance of conifers

other than redwoods {Pseudotsuga, Abies, Picea, Pinus) which were to

dominate the later forests of the interior. These and other lower Pliocene

floras represent the latest occurrence over extensive areas of the West
of forest types and vegetation patterns similar to those now existing in

the Klamath Region and California Coast Ranges.

With increasing dryness of middle Pliocene and later time, the more

strictly mesophytic forms of these forests were eliminated from most or

all of the western states. Middle Pliocene Mulholland and Petaluma

floras of west-central California, and the Oakdale from the central Sierra

(Axelrod 1944a, Dorf 1933, Axelrod 1944b, 1944d) represent oak- wood-

land communities and reflect the expansion of Madro-Tertiary vegetation.

The Deschutes and Alturas floras (Chaney 1938b, Axelrod 1944f) of

northeastern California and eastern Oregon, with Populus, Salix, and

other riparian forms of semi-arid climates, indicate the elimination of the

mesophytic forests from the lowland interior east of the Cascades. Wood-
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land, chaparral, grassland, and desert were spreading over much of the

area formerly occupied by forest (Axelrod 1948, 1950c, 1958). Cooler

and more humid climates of later Pliocene time are indicated by extension

into west-central California of more mesophytic forests —the Sonoma,

Wildcat, and Santa Clara floras (Dorf 1933, Axelrod 1944c, 1944d), in

which Sequoia was present or dominant, together with sclerophyllous and

deciduous trees.

The cooler and drier climates of the Pliocene, accompanied by and in

part produced by rising mountain ranges along the Pacific Coast, effected

the replacement of widespread Arcto-Tertiary forests by essentially mod-

ern vegetation patterns. The mesophytic redwood-mixed forests shrank

from wide occurrence into a limited area of coastal California and south-

ern Oregon. Sequoia sempervirens and Chamaecyparis lawsoniana have

become wholly restricted to this area; the evergreen-broadleaf or sclero-

phyll component {Umbellularia, Lithocarpus, Castanopsis, Arbutus, and

Quercus spp.) has become largely restricted to this same coastal belt and

somewhat less humid climates inland from it. Deciduous components

were even more strongly affected by increasingly dry summer climates.

Metasequoia and many broad-leaved deciduous forms are extinct in the

West; those that have survived have done so by restriction to the same

areas of humid forests or to mountain forests, by restriction to valleys

and the vicinity of water-courses in more arid regions, or by such adapta-

tions to aridity as are indicated by smaller and thicker leaves (Chaney

1944b). As the range of the mesophytic forests decreased, that of the

diverse Madro-Tertiary forms increased ; and woodlands and other types

of the less humid West spread as regional climaxes (Axelrod 1948, 1958).

Floristic differentiation separated the vegetation of southern California

from that of northern Cahfornia (Axelrod 1937, 1950b). Floristic differ-

entiation also separated the forests of the North Pacific Coast, and those

of the Rocky Mountains and interior ranges, from those of the California

coastal belt (Axelrod 1940a, 1948, 1950c, Mason 1947), although forms

now of the North Coast and Rocky Mountains Hved with the redwood-

mixed forests in the California Coast Ranges into middle or upper Plio-

cene time (Axelrod 1944a, 1944c, 1948), and many of these forms are

represented in the Klamath Region and Cascade Mountains today.

Climatic and topographic changes combined to convert mesophytic for-

est patterns, which changed slowly across great distances of the West,

into complex and strongly zoned patterns of many plant communities

closely juxtaposed along steep climatic gradients of the mountains and
valleys of the Pacific Coast states.

It is thought that during the Pliocene epoch the vegetation of the

Klamath Mountains took on essentially its present character. Forests

related to the present Sequoia and mixed evergreen forests have probably

existed in this region, with changing distributional relations to elevation

and topography, through most of Cenozoic time. But it is probably in

middle Pliocene time that the Sequoia forests, which had occurred at
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Ashland in the eastern Siskiyou Mountains in Oligocene time, became
restricted to the coastal belt, while Madro-Tertiary woodland forms en-

tered the Klamath Region from the south. Thus would result the major

features of the modern pattern —coastal redwood forests, mixed ever-

green forest in the central portion of the region, and oak woodland and
other more xeric types toward its eastern limits.

CaHfornia Pleistocene floras (Chaney & Mason 1930, 1933, Potbury

1932, Mason 1934) represent essentially modern vegetation types. Cli-

mates distinctly cooler than those of the present are indicated, however,

by the Willow Creek and Carpinteria floras (Chaney & Mason 1930,

1933) ; forests corresponding to the former now occur 600 km. or more
north along the coast from Santa Cruz Island. The extent to which Pleis-

tocene climates were cooled and vegetation displaced south of the ice sheet

in the eastern United States has been debated (Braun 1947, 1950, 1955,

Potzger & Tharp 1947, Deevey 1949). The combination of fossil forest

types well south of their present occurrence with glacial topography in

the higher Klamath Mountains (Hershey 1900, Flint 1957) suggests sub-

stantial climatic effects accompanying glaciation in this area. Displace-

ment of the northern limit of the Sequoia forest southward, and expan-

sion of the montane forests into lower elevations at the expense of the

mixed evergreen forests, are likely. Cooler climates would also displace

species which had previously occurred farther north, southward into the

Klamath Region. In warmer, post-glacial climates, these species could per-

sist in the area by movement upward in the mountains, as well as north-

ward. Detling (1954) has observed that the flora of Saddle Mountain in

the Oregon Coast Range includes a number of boreal relicts resulting

from this kind of displacement; a number of these have the present south-

ern limits of their distributions at higher elevations in the Klamath Moun-
tains. Other Klamath species have distributions suggesting that they are

relicts from glacial time —notably Chamaecyparis nootkatensis, the

known southern limit of which is represented by three isolated patches at

high elevations in the Siskiyou Mountains, two reported by Mason ( 1941

)

and one found by the author on Preston Peak.

Retreat of the glaciers was followed by warmer and drier climates until

the xerothermic period, about 4000-8000 years ago, which was drier and

warmer than the present (Hansen 1947, Flint 1957). Effects of the drier

climate were less evident near the coast than in the interior (Hansen

1947); but vegetational displacements the reverse of those during the

glacial periods must have occurred in the Klamath area —with movement
northward of the Sequoia forests and expansion of the mixed evergreen

forests and still more xeric types relative to forests of more mesic situa-

tions and higher elevations. Expansion of chaparral over an extensive

area of California and northward into the Klamath Region probably oc-

curred also during drier climates of Pleistocene time (Axelrod 1937).

Relicts of xerothermic vegetation occur on some peaks west of the Cas-

cades in Oregon, in areas now dominated by mesophytic forests (Detling
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1953). Comparable relicts, including some of the species listed by Det-

ling, occur in the Klamath Region, especially on serpentine and other

special parent materials and on drier mountain slopes in the eastern part

of the region.

The Central Relation of the Klamath Region

Major points on the origin of the Klamath vegetation pattern are in-

dicated in the preceding account; they may be summarized: (1) The
history of the western forests from Miocene time to the present has been

one of progressive shrinkage toward the coast and higher elevations, ac-

companied by progressive differentiation in the different areas of the

West. Within the Klamath Region, mixed forests of Arcto-Tertiary deri-

vation were modified by extinction of the greater share of their tree spe-

cies, especially among deciduous forms, and became restricted to more

humid climates near the coast. (2) From the Arcto-Tertiary forests

evolved also, with even more severe depletion of tree species, montane and

subalpine forests adapted to environments which were cooler, or drier,

or both than those in which the redwood and mixed evergreen forests

occur. Higher elevations of the Klamath Region are occupied by montane

and subalpine forests which are in large part similar in derivation and

character to those of other western mountains, in part distinctive in occur-

rence of species (Picea breweriana, Querciis sadleriana, Ribes marskalU,

etc.) endemic to the Klamath Region. (3) An extensive transition of com-

munities belonging neither simply to Arcto- nor Madro-Tertiary floras

has probably existed at least since early Tertiary time and has, with the

evolution and differentiation of its own species and evolution of Arcto-

and Madro-Tertiary species into and through it, differentiated into vari-

ous communities occurring between forests and more xeric non-forest

communities. The mixed evergreen forests and woodlands of the Klamath
Region have probably such mixed derivation from Arcto- and Madro-
Tertiary and intermediate floras. Among these communities there is a

range of climatic variations and probable derivation, from more mesic

types of mixed evergreen forests which are primarily of Arcto-Tertiary

derivation, to more xeric pine-oak woodlands primarily of Madro-Tertiary

derivation. (4) In reciprocal relation to the forest history, dry-adapted

communities progressively expanded and differentiated in the Southwest

and interior lowlands, communities predominantly of Madro-Tertiary

derivation in the south but with increasing representation of forms of

Arcto-Tertiary or other cooler-climate derivation toward the north. As
part of this development, woodland, chaparral, and grassland communi-
ties spread in the drier inland environments of the Klamath Region.

The thesis has been developed by Braun (1935, 1938, 1947, 1950,

p. 39, 1955) that the Mixed Mesophytic Association of the Appalachian

Plateaux is the central, the oldest, and the most complex association of

the Deciduous Forest Formation, that from the Mixed Mesophytic, or its

ancestral progenitor, the mixed Tertiary forest, all other climaxes of the
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deciduous forest have arisen. The corresponding relation of the coastal

redwood and mixed evergreen forests of the Klamath Region to the west-

ern forests is suggested, but a number of qualifications on too literal an

interpretation of this relation should be observed. The Arcto-Tertiary

forests were not "a community," but a vegetation pattern with marked

regional differentiation in dominance and fioristic composition, with dif-

ferentiation also in relation to moisture gradients and presumably other

local factors. Their species were variously distributed, and widespread

species probably showed marked ecotypic differentiation then, as today

(Axelrod 1941). Much of the West has been occupied by vegetation at

all times; and the effect of climatic change was not to segregate different

forest types from a single ancestral type, but to cause increasing local dif-

ferentiation of forests that were already regionally differentiated in the

Oligocene and Miocene. Many tree species and species-groups have been

in existence through the whole of the Cenozoic (Stebbins 1950); and

many of the trees of the West have some history of association with red-

woods and the Arcto-Tertiary forests (Mason 1947). But the species and

ecotypic populations that have evolved into the present have been vari-

ously associated with one another and total community floras variously

derived from different sources, resulting from diverse patterns of evolu-

tion and migration in different species and species-complexes. In evolu-

tionary time species change their patterns of ecotypic differentiation and

association with other species; and the evolution of communities is reticu-

late, not simply divaricate (Mason 1936, 1947, Whittaker 1957). If the

forests of the West are in part derived by differentiation from the red-

wood-mixed forests, they may also be derived in part from other conifer-

ous forest communities whose history in the West—in higher elevations

and drier situations in the mountains —may go back as far as that of the

redwood-mixed forests. Resemblance of the coastal redwood and mixed

evergreen forests to the earlier redwood-mixed forests does not imply that

the former are in any very real sense ancestral to western forests in gen-

eral. It implies only that, in the progressive shrinkage, species-extinction,

and regional differentiation of the western forests from the Miocene to

the present, the largest fraction of Arcto-Tertiary forms, representing all

three tree growth-forms, survived in the most favorable climate —that

of the Klamath Region and northern California Coast Ranges.

One reason for the "central" relation of the Klamath Region thus lies

in geographic and climatic circumstance. It is in this region, as in the

Southern Appalachians in the East, that a combination of sufficient hu-

midity and warmth of cHmate occurs to support mesophytic, mixed for-

ests which are most Hke Arcto-Tertiary forests among existing vegetation

types. Location and cHmate of the Klamath Region, and the steep climatic

gradient from the coast inland, are responsible also for much of the vege-

tational diversity of the region, and for the meeting there of plant com-

munities of diverse climatic and geographic relations.

The notable fioristic diversity of the region is also in part a conse-
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quence of edaphic diversity. Geological history has resulted in an un-

usually complex mosaic of parent materials, often with striking effects on

vegetation and flora (Whittaker 1954, 1960). Parent material contrasts

also contribute to the meeting of community-types and species of widely

different geographic relations. Thus at low elevations in the central Sis-

kiyou Mountains, Chamaecyparis-Pseudotsuga forests with deciduous

and sclerophyll trees and Northwestern floristic affinities, and Jeffrey pine

woodlands with Libocedrus decurrens and Arctostaphylos viscida and

floristic affinities With the montane forests of the Sierra Nevada, occur in

close proximity —but the former on diorite, the latter on serpentine. Many
of the numerous species which reach their distributional limits in the

Klamath Region occur there as localized, "rehct" populations on serpen-

tine, gabbro, or other special parent materials. Greatest numbers of nar-

rowly endemic species occur on these same parent materials; other narrow

endemics appear on more "normal" parent materials at high elevations

and in other special situations. Concentrations of narrowly endemic

species in the area are thus related to edaphic factors (cf. Mason 1946a,

1946b) and other environmental extremes (cf. Detling 1948a).

The Klamath Region thus shares characteristics with other centers of

floristic diversity and narrow endemism —topographic complexity, edaph-

ic diversity, and age of land surfaces. The diversity of habitats has been

characteristic of the area throughout its long history, although climatic

gradients were probably less steep before middle Pliocene time. Even at

the maximum development of the Klamath peneplain, mountains of di-

verse parent materials existed in the area. The region has at all times

offered a complex mosaic of habitats in which species of diverse environ-

mental requirements might survive, while submergence, glaciation, cli-

matic desiccation, and lava flows have affected surrounding areas. From
the unlimited diversity of the present geographic and probable historic

relations of species represented in the area, one may recognize such

major groupings as: (1) widespread western species, and Sierra-Cascade

species, which extend through the region; (2) formerly more widespread

species which are now rehct endemics or epibiotics in the region; (3)

species of diverse present distributional relations which extend, from the

south, the north and the interior, into communities in appropriate cH-

mates in the region, many of these species being at or near their limits

of distribution there; (4) species of diverse distributional relations rep-

resented in the region by locaHzed, "rehct" populations on special parent

materials, at higher elevations, or both; (5) narrowly endemic species of

diverse origin, man}^ of which may have evolved within the region to

occupy some part of its complex mosaic of habitats.

The central relation of the Klamath Region is regarded primarily not

as one of a center of origin for forests of other parts of the West, but as

a center toward which mesophytic forests of the past have shrunk, and as

a center of accumulation of species of varied evolutionary history in the

diverse habitats of ancient land surfaces. This does not mean, however,
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that the area has not also been a center of origin of major significance for

some groups of plants —a reservoir of species populations of diverse envi-

ronmental adaptations and of genetic diversity within some species and

species-complexes, from which populations have evolved and migrated

into other areas. The genus Crepis provides an example (Babcock & Steb-

bins 1938), with a number of diploid species now reUct in the Klamath

area, while genetic material from these has been used in apomictic poly-

ploids which have spread over semi-arid environments of the interior.

The cytogenetics of Crepis further suggest that endemic species shared by

the Klamath Region and the Tehaman area of the northern Sierra Nevada

(Jepson 1923-25) have reached the latter from the Klamath Mountains

(Babcock and Stebbins 1938).

It may be noted that the two aspects of the central relation of the

Klamath Region discussed are to some extent separate phenomena. The
central vegetational relation is a consequence of location and climate,

primarily because of adjacency to the Coast; the concentration of species

diversity and endemism is a consequence of climatic and edaphic diver-

sity and age, primarily because of the mountains inland from the coastal

belt. A series of criteria for centers were suggested by Adams (1902,

1909) ; but these are each subject to limitations and are to some extent

independent of one another (Cain 1944). "Centers" are conceptual pro-

ducts of interpretation according to chosen criteria (Whittaker 1956).

The Klamath Region is by no means the only center for forest vegeta-

tion and flora in the West. The Sierra Nevada is of comparable antiquity;

this and other California ranges are rich in species, including narrow

endemics. A center of maximum development of conifereous forests may
be located in the Puget Sound area, and the center for the sclerophyll

complex is well to the south of the Klamath Region. In the complex

vegetational and floristic pattern of the West there may be no single area

which has the same degree of "central" significance as the Southern Appa-
lachians in the East. Yet, when these various allowances are made, it

remains true that the Klamath Region possesses a central relation to other

forest areas which is one of the significant features of the biogeography

of the western United States.

Summary

1. The Klamath Region of northwestern California and southwestern

Oregon is an area of old and geologically complex mountains, supporting

a complex vegetation pattern and a diverse flora rich in narrowly endemic

species. The region is a floristic and vegetational "center" for the forests

of the western United States.

2. Vegetation history of the Pacific Coast states since Miocene time

has involved progressive shrinkage of Arcto-Tertiary forests and progres-

sive expansion and differentiation of Madro-Tertiary communities. Mixed
forests (coastal Sequoia and mixed evergreen forests) most nearly related

to the Arcto-Tertiary forests in the West are now limited to the Klamath
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Region and northern California Coast Ranges, while woodland, chaparral,

and grassland communities primarily of Madro-Tertiary derivation have

entered the Klamath Region from the south to form the more xeric part

of its vegetation pattern.

3. Floristic diversity of the Klamath Region has resulted from chmatic

and parent-material diversity, together with age of the mountains which

has permitted species of diverse histories and environmental relations to

survive there, often as relicts restricted to special parent materials or

situations.
Biology Department, Brooklyn College

Brooklyn 10, New York
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GERMINATIONOF CEANOTHUSSEEDS^

Clarence R. Quick and Alice S. Quick

The many species of ceanothus in California are ecologically diverse,

but they occur most frequently and most abundantly on relatively arid

sites and where repeated Wildfire has been a determinant of vegetative

composition. Because of prompt and abundant seedling regeneration after

fire (Quick, 1959) and because many or all ceanothus species have nitro-

gen-fixing nodules on their roots (Quick, 1944), the genus is an important

factor in development and conservation of high-quahty soil profiles under

wildland vegetation. In order to survive fire, seeds "stored" in duff and
topsoil must lie in relatively well-insulated positions and be quite obdu-

rate to heat (Quick, 1956).

Most ceanothus seeds will not imbibe water and "plump" in the labora-

tory unless they are first subjected to some type of heat treatment (Quick,

1935), or to seed-coat scarification. Unplumped seeds cannot germinate

because they are dry. Seeds of montane species of ceanothus commonly
will not germinate, even if thoroughly plumped, unless an embryo dor-

mancy has been obviated by appropriate stratification treatment; i.e., by
continuously-moist aerated storage for some weeks at temperatures slight-

ly above freezing. The present paper reports data from experiments aimed

^Facilities for seed storage and culture, stratification and germination were made
available by the California Forest and Range Experiment Station, United States

Forest Service, in cooperation with the University of California at Berkeley.


